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Genre: Action, Free to Play
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Publisher:
Hi-Rez Studios
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish,Simplified Chinese
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A branching adventure that's a little ghetto and a little awesome. You control Rockette, a young junky squatting in an abandoned
apartment complex. As the story opens, she's used up her last rock and feels compelled to seek Aunti G, an obese pusher
touched by the Cthulhoid influence of Pale Smile -- a dark deity whose mission is to twist human beings into forms that will let
them best find . . . "happiness." Will you successfully thread the mounds of decaying kipple to the dim room where Aunti G
pulsates (yes, pulsates) in trailer park chic? Or will you fall victim to some other nameless horror on the way?

The simple graphics and excellent sound really play on your imagination. I only wish the writing style was not so clumsy; I fear
it might turn off some who would otherwise love the game. But if you can get over that (and it shouldn't be hard), prepare to
lose yourself in a wonderfully dark little universe.

(The cartoon stills are great, and I hope there are a lot more coming in the December update.). the nudity is CENSORNED it
should not have the nudity tag if we cant see it. Awful game with absolutely zero support from developers or publishers. Never
quite works which is the standard I am coming to expect from Aerosoft!

Even if it's free, don't waste your time on this garbage.

zero out of any number you like.. Well its free why the heck not 10\/10. First of all, this game is overpriced. I can't spend 9 E on
a game like this. It should be 1-2 E . If this game had multiplayer mod, I would play it a lot with my friends. But , it's just single
player. (and has a "story"). The gameplay is not bad. Is just like a android racing game. But it's fun to play when you're bored.
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Absolutely. When one must go fight, one must look respectable.. This game is a disappointment. Stanley Parable is 10 times
better than this. (Both are walkin sim) Graphics downgraded. Very short, predictible. (U probably won't understand the story.
Cus i ain't.)
Buy it when it's in a great sale. Like %90-95

I don't refund games so often. But it's a 55 minutes of disappointment.. amazing software!
exactly what you need when you've got a high performance system and want it set up to par. Ez achievement\/game hunting ^ ^
Its also relaxing to a certain point, just like its description points out.. This game is amazing. Lovecraftian story and setting.
Constant fear of the enemies and environment.

Gameplay involves attempting to come to grasp with moving in a low gravity environment while shooting weapons which push
one around from recoil. I wish there was a game to compare this to, but its so strange and awesome and fresh. Imagine a mix
between Pikmin, The Call of Cthulhu, UFO Aftermath and FTL.

The dwindling supplies mechanic adds a bit of tension without being suffocating - this is the first time I've enjoyed it in a game,
actually. Typically it is either so easy to acquire supplies in these sort of games that it's an afterthought, or you end up running
out and losing because of rng -cough convoy cough cough-. Not so with tales from the void, the dwindling supplies mechanic
serves to contextualize and shape your choice of mission next, rather than leaving you to simply hope you aren't going to lose to
bad rolls, so to speak. For example, you may be low on food, and so there are three missions available today - one offers food,
the other people and the third weapons, however all of their secondary objectives suggest there will be food at those other
missions, but how much? Do you risk it?

So far I've been able to maintain adequate stock with just wise mission choices.

The combat is intense due to the low gravity setting where getting knocked off of the level is more than possible. Or crushed by
meteors. Typically these environmental hazards can be evaded and mitigated by boosting out of the way, if you're fast enough.
Which isn't hard to be.

The weapons are a mix of pistols, shotguns, submachine guns, machine guns and various explosive weapons from grenades to
mortars. Friendly fire is dangerous, and certain weapons cannot fire within a minimum range. Positioning marines to cover each
other and compensate for this is crucial.

You may bring up to 5 marines on a mission, but only one is dropped at the start, with the others being available for call in at
any time should you need them. Its not always a good idea to have 5 people, however, as things can get clumsy with that many
machine guns and rocket launchers.

So far I definitely recommend this. The permanent death is meaningful but not suffocating, the story is definitely original. The
graphics have a nice style to them, even if they\u2019re not breathtaking, neither was FTL. So far this is an amazing hidden
gem.
. Commended for having correct evolution concept on why apple smells good
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665smells like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Haven't finished it though, but so far so good.

Edit: I just finished this game. It is a masterpiece. Amazing BGM as well as the story. The end is so touching, I didn't expect it
and almost cried. I love the ending bgm so much that I bought the bgm too. Thank you Team Fork for creating such an high
quality visual novel! I truely didn't expect it would be this good. Add oil, Hong Kong game developers!. What a reap off! This
game has even less to offer than rugby 08! Do yoursef a favor and don't buy this crap.... I felt compelled to "100%" the game as
much as possible (except for that last achievement), but I was really unsatisfied when playing the game. Towards the end of the
game I would basically have it on in the background whilst doing something else.

Whilst it's not an awful TD game, there are much more satisfying ones out there that you should play first, hence the thumbs-
down.

Pros:
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 You shoot lots of aliens, like in Alien Shooter 1 and 2.

 I quite like the constant-upkeep-reloading mechanic.
Cons:

 Lacking a lot of "basic" stuff you'd expect from a TD game: You can't see what enemy are coming where, you
just have to wait for them to turn up. If something is a suprise, i.e. sudden spurt of fast units you have to restart
and then prepare accordingly. A big waste of time.

 The difficulty is really front loaded. Once you start to win on a map you just continue to win without much
effort. The same happens on the campaign map as well, really.

 The waves are often poorly balanced and you're just waiting aaaaaaages for them to come. Sometimes I wish I
could just summon all remaining waves at once -- I'd probably mush them all anyway.

 The (free, in-game) loot-box aspect is a bit annoying. There's still a few guns I'm "missing" and other than churn
there's no way to get them. It can also mess with the front-loaded difficult a bit as getting a better & cheaper gun
means you're suddenly more effective.

 Because of that there's a lot of grind.

 A lot of the weapons are poorly balanced. i.e. laser and freeze guns are always good, but sniper is only useful
near the end of the game with good guns.

 The final boss mission is a joke

 The game has 7 towers but only allows you to take 4 into a mission. Each tower has N many guns but only allows
you take 3 in. The limit is pointless and it just means you ignore 3 towers for most of the game, only to find out
that you unlock them all at the end anyway, so when re-doing the missions on harder difficulty you can use
everyone. It's not particularly easier to have everyone available, but it _is_ more fun. Also the weapon limit is
tedious, as sometimes you'd like to go in cheap and then upgrade, whereas other times you want to go in fully
upgraded and save a few bucks on initial placement, but you have to configure this per map. I'd prefer it per-
placement. It wouldn't effect the game, but it would be less tedious.

 There's not enough distinction between all the units. They LOOK different and FEEL different, but once you
start playing you realise you don't need to be that diverse, and most maps play out the same no matter what aliens
come for you.

 There's no much text, but what there is is a dodgy translation

 Interface is really poor. e.g. I wish you could see if the "auto buy ammo" option is on for an individual soldier
without having to select them, because going through all of the units to select them is really clunky and
haphazard, especially as one soldier's button overlay overlaps the next dude you want to select!

 The "towers" are represented as soldiers, with feet, but you can't move them :)

 The unit AI is sometimes awful and prioritises the wrong target, or chooses a target it doesn't have LOS to and
so wastes precious ammo.. I don't remember when was the first time I ever heard about Fear Effect series. I
accidentally read their mentioning on one forum and then saw their description on Wikipedia. I managed to play
them both a few years ago, and I really loved them! It's hard to believe those games were made in early 00s with
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such unique technology. And I also like their different puzzles that you have to solve in order to proceed further
in game's story.

Anyway, I was quite surprised when I saw announcement of Fear Effect Sedna. The game that takes place after
Fear Effect 1 (and probably after Fear Effect 3 Inferno that wasn't released but its events sort of happened in FF
universe). I saw it after some time since the announcement and even managed to play demo version of this game
that was unfortunately removed from Steam and wrote its review as well.
So, the demo was fine, how's the whole game?

Personally I don't have bad or mixed feelings after its completion that much, but I will definitely speak about
'mixed' part later on. Developers said from the very beginning that this game will be in different genre. It's not
Survival Horror, it's Isometric action/strategy. I don't have anything against it. It doesn't look and have the same
graphics that main dilogy has, but it's not bad at all. Sure some folks might think that it's not scary and it might
lost some of its atmosphere, and yet it feels and plays fine. Cutscenes still look a bit cartoony like in old games
but they also might remind you of some Telltale games. We had to walk in sort of animated 2D backgrounds in
previous games, now we have to walk on maps that show almost all locations in field of view. Graphics looks
different than before, but I like this style as well.

Soundtrack also feels way too different this time. Main dilogy's soundtrack had Chinese motives with different
styles on modern China levels and ancient places. This time the game's setting is located in Greenland, and it has
its own cold&quiet sound motives. Though I can assume FFSedna's soundtrack may feel forgettable and
repeatable. Exept for final boss levels and end credits.
I can also say some words about character's voices. I liked most of them, especially Deke's voice 'cause I love
Australian accent, but I didn't like Glas' voice. His voice was more memorable in main dilogy than in this game.

Time passed after the events of Fear Effect 1. Our old crew of mercenaries that consists of Hana, Glas, Deke and
Rain went their separate ways, but mysterious circumstances reunites them once again. There is also a new
character Axel in this game who knows Hana and takes part in crew's operation. Hana and Rain receive an order
to locate and find an old statuette that has some connection to Hana's birthplace.
Spoilers and discussion ahead!!
Actually I don't quite get the idea with plot tie. The plot states that it will be about Hana, but in reality it's more
about Glas. And even so, Glas doesn't appear on screen that much, and all that stuff that happens around him isn't
explained properly, so it feels sort of odd. Probably it has its own meaning, but I might not got it all. The idea is
that Sedna, the game's primary antagonist, must be fully restored in order to rule over other gods. And it seems
that the plan of those scientists from Nuuk who made awful experiments on people by combining them with
creatures from ancient myths is to make those creatures come true. Probably that way Sedna could be restored
faster, but still her motivation is plane and unconvincing.
If somebody remembers Yim Lau Wong from FF1, he explained his actions at that game's culmination very well.
He said that Hell has become overburdened with souls of the guilty. He used Wee Ming as the portable way to
punish sinners. Once Wee Ming is returned to the netherworld, he will be able to expand the reaches of Hell and
consume Earth.
Convincing enough? Fairly. Sedna, on the other hand, cannot explain her actions the same way. She just said that
she needed Glas because he has something that she was looking for. And that something was the way he restored
his severed arm during the final events of FF1! Glas said he doesn't remember, but I think he was just bluffing.
Either way in Good ending Sedna takes Glas and finds what she was looking for, and later we can see the crew in
one piece out of Spirit world. They don't know what's gonna happen next after Sedna's restoration, and they
might encounter her or some other gods in future.
Almost the same thing happens in Bad ending, but that's enough of discussion.

The plot becomes more profound and confusing, and the game also has different endings, like in main dilogy!
Want to know more and how it'll end? Just play it!~

Main gameplay changed as well. Tactical espionage action shooter is an interesting choice to experiment with in
these series, but I think the idea of using Tactical mode could be forgotten pretty fast. You can shoot your
enemies straightly and without planning your actions, but there's also an option to do stealth kills like in old
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games. Although you must use it in order to save your health and ammo in FF1 and 2, and here you can reload
your guns many times without any need of ammo.
What you really will need are medkits and Special skills. Former refill you health (and this time it's very useful
because FF1 and 2's heatlh refilled itslef automatically after character switching, you couldn't restore it other
way) and latter are new to series. Each character has its own set of Special skills, two for each. I think that Glas
and Deke have the most powerful skills, Hana and Axel have average skills and Rain has least powerful skills.
Her Lure skill is useful, though.

'kay, this is the part where I can really afford myself to blow off some steam and criticize the game.
Again, spoilers and discussion ahead!!
The first moment that really got me bored was the first boss fight with Possessed robot. I dunno who
programmed it but he did this job bad. The damn machine walks fast and hits you pretty often, and you're
s'posed to roll backwards and shoot its legs. Maybe I was doing it wrong and I used only Tactical mode in order
to get rid of that thing by running circles and shooting it. Maybe you're s'pose to do it by rolling backwards and
aiming at its legs all the time, but it's hard to do it on laptop via touchpad only. So if you're gonna play this game
on laptop use separate mouse for this ocassion, I dunno any other way. This boss fight probably won't be patched,
but in this case it's just artificially stretched and will take about 20 minutes to be completed. Others boss fights
are done great, why this one is so bad?
'kay, this one is done. Now's the big deal.
Deke's Nightmare in Spirit World.
It took me almost 2 hours to beat it, and the problem was not in it's walkthrough! I tried to do it the way it was
written in walkthrough from Discussion forums, but it appears I'm dumb enough to not understand it very well.
That's why I watched video walkthrough.
But the really main problem was with the damn whales! You must defeat them in order to proceed further in that
level! If a whale sees you it chases you, and you cannot escape from it via Door passing icon, it just doesn't
appear!
Kill the whales first, then you can investigate the level without any troubles!!! And you have to kill them
the same way you shoot the first boss.

Alright, that's it. I want to end this review on positive note. Despite having some flaws in plot and gameplay I still
like Fear Effect Sedna for it's new direction in myths, atmosphere and graphics. Old fans might not like it for its
new gameplay, but fans like me who discovered it after a long time can give it a shot. Also the Collector's
upgrade has some cool stuff like OST and Artbook with interesting concept arts (I'd like to see unused Axel's
Nightmare level as DLC in future).
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